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1. KSL: An Overview  
Kathmandu School of Law, established in 2000 AD, an affiliated college of Purbanchal 

University, is a community-based, non-profit academic institution that upholds its unrestrained 

commitment for a pragmatic, research-based and community responsive legal cum justice 

education in the country. It was conceptualized within the ambit of non-profit movement 

dedicated to serve the need of an academically sound and functionally feasible justice education 

in Nepal. Hence, just within two decades, it has not just shaped legal education in the nation with 

its innovative courses and teaching pedagogies but also widened the scope of law developing 

quality legal professionals.  

 

Since its inception, it is persistently serving the aspirations of students and scholars with diverse 

backgrounds. Being candid in expression, it has brought about a paradigm shift in the field of 

legal education with its state-of-the-art approaches including clinical and community outreach 

programs in the curricula and research-based teaching methodology. Thus, it heralds a new 

beginning in the less-trodden field of legal education in terms of its motive, approach, quality 

and international standing. It envisions fostering the institution as the center of excellence worth 

capable to contribute to the positive transformation of the nation into a functional democracy 

based on rule of law, human rights and good governance. Mission of KSL is to promote Justice 

through enhanced legal education for social engineering and value-based professionalism. 

 

 

2. Objectives 
Among many, some of objectives of KSL are as follows… 

1) To provide a conducive educational platform where law students build on empirical method of 

learning legal concepts and skills in an interdisciplinary approach. 

2) To develop legal professionals that are able to cater to the socio-economic and development 

needs of disenfranchised people in particular. 

3) To shape the legal landscape of Nepal where international standards are given due respect and 

enforcement. 

4) To endow law students with the expertise and exposure to represent the cases of national 

interests in the international setting. 

 

 

3. Activity  
Activity conducted, which is briefed in this report, was the departmental briefing and peer-

orientation for BA LLB 5
th

 Year students in regard to preparing better dissertation.  
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4. Briefing & Orientation Schedule  
 

 

 

Kathmandu School of Law 

Suryabinayak-4, Dadhikot 

Bagmati Province 

Nepal 

 

 

Orientation Details  

 

Subject: Departmental Briefing and Peer-orientation on Dissertation Writing 

 

 

 

SN Activity  Date Day Time   

1 Departmental Briefing and Peer- 

Orientation on Writing Dissertation: 

Chapter One     

30
th

  July, 2022 Saturday     8:00 PM 

 

Departmental Representation  

a) Assoc. Prof. Dr. Atindra Dahal, Department Coordinator  

b) Mr. Jigme Dorje Lama, Intern 

 

 

 

Thank You 

Research Department  
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5. Briefing & Orientation Highlights & Snaps  

 
Kathmandu School of Law 
Suryabinayak-4, Bhaktapur 

Bagmati Province 
Nepal 

  
 
Departmental Briefing and Peer-orientation on Dissertation Writing – Series II 
 
Title: Peer-orientation on ‘Chapter Two: Literature of the dissertation writing 
Time: 30th July 2022, 08:00 pm (Online) 
No. of attendees: 79 
 
Presented by: Sadina Ghimire & Pallavi Joshi 

 

On 30
th

 July, 2022, the Research Department at Kathmandu School of Law called an orientation 

to the students of BA.LLB. 5
th

 Year. Associate Prof. Dr. Atindra Dahal started the orientation 

along with some departmental requests. Miss Sadina Ghimire and Miss Pallavi Joshi were 

invited as facilitators. 

 

Altogether, 79 students from BA. LLB. 5
th

 year joined the session. 

 

In the beginning, Dr. Dahal requested the students in constantly consulting the respective 

supervisor for adequate progress and timely submission of the dissertation. He further inspired 

the students to work as per the guideline provided in earlier meetings and style guideline as the 

department will review their work, which the department may return for reconsideration.  

 

Then, two of the presenters presented on ‘Literature review’ with following major highlights.  

What literature review is and why literature review? 

 

1. Literature review in simple term is an act of exploring books, journal, research Articles, 

magazines and other related sources that support the argument made in the research work or 

provide fundamental ground of the research work. In writing literature review, it should be 

no more than 2 short paragraphs or 1 page in length.  

 

The literature review in research work is to provide knowledge about the background of the work 

done by earlier researcher, to find out the research gap which means weakness and lacunas in 

previous literature, and to confirm that what are to be addressed in research by the new 

researcher.  

 

2. In writing literature review, the researcher must have knowledge of two kinds of text, a) 

Fundamental text where the limitation advised by the dissertation rules are not relevant, thus 

can be taken into literature review and b) Opinion based text where the limitation advised by 

the dissertation rules are relevant, thus cannot be taken into literature review section.  

3. Other qualities and issues to be considered in doing literature review are, 
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a. Each scholar should strictly follow the guidelines provided by the college. 

b. The initial section or opening section on what and why literature review should be limited 

to 1-2 paragraphs. 

c. The reviewed literature should be at least 12 in number. 

d. It should tentatively cover 25% of the whole dissertation. 

e. The reviewed literature should be related to the dissertation topic.  

f. The reviewed literature must be of within 10 years in case of type b type texts given in 

number 2. 

g. Researchers are strongly advised to review good number of Nepalese literature as well 

than only relying and being overtly obsessed on mere westerns or non-native literature. 

h. Researcher should try to review various types of literatures i.e. books, research articles, 

cases, reports, newspaper articles and so on than only going on either of type. 

i. While reviewing the literatures, besides briefing the message or proposition of literature, 

it is even good to review about applied methodology as well in some cases. Literature 

review is not limited only to know or extract the message of previous literatures; it is 

even to be familiar about research methods as well. Review should largely focus on 

message but should not mandatorily exclude the method. 

j. The literature written or produced by acknowledged authority or cited scholars and 

published into respectable or highly known source, as far as possible, should be 

prioritized. 

k. Each literature should be reviewed in good length i.e. 2 paragraphs or 1 page at 

minimum.  

 

 

Along with this, some questions were raised in the end of the meeting.  
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6. Conclusion 
The overall orientation to the students was a good learning time. Scholars were benefitted of 

necessary updates and even could chop the doubts out. Even it shall help the nominated 

supervisors as students now may present relatively a structured dissertation for review.   

 

7. Key Observation 
Research Department should organize such orientation in all other chapters of dissertation as 

well.   

 


